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Author’s response to reviews:

Point-to-point response letter

Dear Afsaneh Khetrapal

22.05.2017

BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making Editorial Office

bmcmedinformdecismak@biomedcentral.com>

Reply to the editor concerning MIDM-D-16-00235R3

The medical diagnosis as a linguistic game.

Peter Fritz, MD; Andreas Kleinhans, MD; Florian Kuisle, MD; Patrick Albu, Dipl.-Infor.; Christine Fritz-Kuisle, MD; Mark Dominik Alscher, MD

BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making

We performed the requested changes of the declaration sections and replaced the old declarations by the new declaration section
1. Ethics approval and consent to participate: As no individual patient data are used in the publication, no ethic approval and consent to participate are necessary. We have declared this in the declaration section.

2. Consent for publication: Consent for publication is given for all authors with signature.

3. Availability of data and materials: All data sources are published in open source and mentioned in the references. For the system Memem7 we know about the necessity of a working prototype and will permit limited access to the system on request.

4. Competing Interests: No competing interests of any author is given and the corresponding statements are written in the declaration section.

5. Funding: The Robert Bosch Foundation was mentioned for funding parts of the research.

6. Authors’ contributions: A section of the authors’ contribution is included.

7. Acknowledgements: We appreciate the long-standing and ongoing support of the Robert Bosch Foundation Stuttgart for the practice of medicine.

8. Authors’ Information: We did not use this optional section.

9. Florian Kuisle is student of physiotherapy (master thesis is delivered, but not yet confirmed) and not a medical doctor.
10. Abstract: Conclusions: .. and a third opinion. Was changed in: and a third opinion to a setoff patient’s data.

11. In the publication two minor mistakes were corrected. Page 3 comparison with. Was changed in comparison with and page 10 row 9 membro-proliferative glomerulonephritis was changed in membro-proliferative glomerulonephritis.

12. No changes in the references were performed.

13. No changes in the tables were performed.

14. No changes in the supplements were performed.

With best wishes

(Prof. Mark Dominik Alscher, Robert-Bosch-Hospital, Department of General Internal Medicine and Nephrology, Stuttgart, German)